There are many bicycle riders that use the smartphone only to record the track with the rest of the information in relation with, like positions, speed, heart rate, cadence, altitude, etc. to analyze later at home or sharing data with other users. Other ones, prefer plan the activities using the Personal Computer or the tablet because the size of the screen is bigger and the connection faster. For all of them we have created the Web user´s dashboard, that offer all the information and even new functions that has more sense to manage by the computer. We have included in the dashboard all the information in relation with the e-bike in the level or activities or bike status.

ebikemotion® Web user´s Dashboard is a WEB SITE that put together all your activity information in combination with your e-bike information and combines even with third platforms as STRAVA™, Facebook® or Twitter®.

By offering a FREE premium APP and dashboard cycling website to your users, you will get a direct connection to your product and to you users. The best Support for your e-bikes and Marketing tool for Marketing One2One with them. Our Premium Pack will leavel to you to customize the look and feel.

By the web user´s dashboard the e-bike rider will have in any computer connection, to his or her e-bike e-bike status, diagnostic, errors, ordering support, On-line manual, tutorials, videos and a complete tool to analyze the activities done in the e-bike for improving the next one.

At the same time you will get a user connection and we offer Marketing One2One tools to create marketing campaigns, create banners, etc. filtering the dashboard information.

Target Applications:
e-bike Status
Remote Diagnostic
User loyalty
Cycling Activity Resume
e-bike Tracking
Marketing One2One
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Product Features and Specifications

User Configuration Control Panel
This system leaves to the user change personal parameters of the APP and Website and keep both systems synchronized with some information (Age, height, Language, etc.) in the APP and Web side.

Routes & Tracks at detail
Database with all personal, friends and public activities with graphic maps, special points represented in area or line chars, pictures, descriptions, details and comments of the rest of users. (It includes and advanced search, recommendation engine & constructor of tracks)

Challenges
In combination with the tracks leaves to the user convert a track of part of it in a challenge. This way other users can download and compete off-line with the rest of members. The iWoc® joystick leaves to the user changes between time competitors during the ride, looking times and distance in the screen.

Activity Summary
It is a graphic view as a time line with all the activities made by user day by day with a little resume and totalize of the sum of the view. The user can customize and export graphic data including e-bike.

Calendar of Events
The calendar leaves to you plan one event and configure the date of it, who could be able to see the information, open a subscription system and associate a track to it. The system include a mobile push system to advise to the users of invitation and events.

e-bike status and updates
If e-bike compatible is available, information of e-bike status, last diagnostic done, serial numbers of parts and new updates will be available. Automatic marketing One2One campaigns as well notifications about any topic in relation with e-bike system.

Using the smartphone with the APP during the riding the user will get full detail of the activity in the computer. The OEM will keep connected knowing the profile of user.